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Automated detection of intercellular signaling in astrocyte networks using the converging squares algorithm
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Abstract

Intercellular calcium waves in central nervous system astrocyte networks underline the principle mechanism of cell signaling in astrocyte syncytiums, which putatively contribute to the modulation of neuronal signaling and metabolic regulation. In support of carrying out systems level analyses of astrocyte networks, we have optimized and validated the converging squares image segmentation algorithm to automatically detect the relative spatial locations of all cells in a visible network as a preliminary step towards analyzing the dynamics of astrocyte intracellular calcium transients, which are the signals that mediate intercellular calcium waves. We used the temporal derivatives of pixel intensities as the data source for the algorithm. The method works by converging progressively smaller squares until the signal peak is reached. It is robust to noise and performs comparably to manual cell signal identification, but is much faster and efficient. This is the first reported application of this algorithm to glial networks that we are aware of.
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1. Introduction

Ratiometric fluorescence techniques using ionic or voltage sensitive dyes permit investigation of functional physiology using epifluorescence microscopy at high spatial and temporal resolutions in large networks of both neurons and macroglia (Gobel et al., 2007; Yaksi and Friedrich, 2006). In particular, astrocyte syncytiums in the central nervous system (CNS) putatively modulate neuronal physiology by modulating signaling and metabolic processes, for example, by regulating post-synaptic neurotransmitter concentrations or the release of vasoactive compounds (Piet et al., 2004; Takano et al., 2007). A ubiquitous but still poorly understood mechanism of signaling in astrocyte networks is intercellular calcium waves (ICW). Although we have a relatively clear understanding of the molecular and cellular details involved during signaling, their physiological and pathophysiological roles are not well understood. Intracellular calcium transients mediate intercellular signaling in astrocyte networks by regulating the intercellular diffusion of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) acting on P2Y purinergic receptors and the diffusion of inositol triphosphate (IP3) through connexin hemichannel gap junctions (Scemes and Giaume, 2006). There is increasing interest in neuroscience in general and glial neurobiology in particular to better understand what ICW are doing and what effects they have on both neurons and glia. While qualitative recordings and measurements of ICW provide data for investigating qualitative molecular and cellular mechanisms, a full understanding of their physiological and/or pathophysiological roles will require further study of the dynamics of ICW quantitatively at the network level (i.e. at a functional level higher than the molecular and cellular details of ICW).

The first step towards any quantitative network analysis of ICW however necessitates identifying the relative spatial locations of and calcium transient activation events in individual astrocytes within a network. Though this can be done manually by going through a recorded movie sequence and identifying calcium transient activation events in individual cells, it is a tedious process that slows the progress of the analysis and is subject to...
operator error and subjectivity. Yet, it is a difficult process to automate due to the morphological heterogeneity of astrocytes and the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the calcium responses themselves. Most existing cell segmentation imaging algorithms work well for cells which have regular and convex shapes, but are generally less reliable and accurate for cells which may overlap or have branch like projections, such as astrocytes. Furthermore, when using ionic-sensitive dyes, the signals are highly spatially and temporally variant, resulting in heterogeneous patterns of cell activation and deactivation that vary from cell to cell in a network. To address these issues, we have optimized the converging squares peak intensity finding algorithm (O’Gorman and Sanderson, 1983) for identifying and mapping calcium transient responses in two-dimensional astrocyte glial networks (e.g. for in vitro preparations or isolated planes of focus in in situ slice preparations). This approach is able to robustly and accurately detect dynamic calcium changes in individual cells, resulting in a protocol that efficiently automates the process for large astrocyte networks. This is the first reported application of the converging squares algorithms to glial networks that we are aware of.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental preparations and imaging parameters and ranges

In vitro cultures of neonatal rat spinal cord astrocytes were incubated with fluo-4 calcium sensitive dye and were imaged using fluorescence microscopy, acquiring images at 16.7 Hz. An Olympus IX81 microscope and a Hamamatsu Orca ER camera were used to capture the images with 12-bit quantization and 100× magnification. Arbitrarily chosen cells were mechanically or pharmacologically stimulated with a micron-needle pipette and ICW imaged as they spread through the networks. Three image sequences were recorded, representing well over 2400 images and 100 detected cell signals.

We used a 10-frame lag to calculate the temporal derivative of sequences, effectively calculating the derivative after a 10-frame temporal averaging filter had been applied to sequence images. A 10-frame moving average was chosen because it took that many frames on average for the rising phase of calcium transient signals to reach their peak, which was the portion of calcium transients considered by the algorithm. The filtering was done to remove random fluctuations and noise on a shorter time scale then the physiological signal. Absolute intensity changes from baseline as a threshold indicator of a calcium transient event are not reliable because of the inter-cell variability in this parameter, which could putatively result in both false negative and false positive errors by the algorithm. For example, different cells can experience different indicator dye loading amounts that would result in different measured absolute fluorescence intensity values. Given this experimental constraint, we took a sustained relative increase in intensity (i.e. the first time derivative of the absolute intensity) over a 10-frame averaging window as our criteria to detect a signaling event. Because calcium transients associated with intercellular calcium waves are signaling events that are temporally rapid mediated by significant increase in cytosolic calcium, thresholding the derivative instead of the absolute level of fluorescence intensity provided a better indicator of the event and avoided non-signaling calcium changes which may have similar absolute changes in amplitude but which occur on slower time scales. In practical terms, our adaptation of the algorithm does not average this window first and then takes the derivative, it subtracts the intensity value at each pixel 10 frames apart, which due to commutative properties is mathematically equivalent to performing an averaging operation followed by taking a derivative.

To maximize temporal resolution, the camera’s gain was set to its maximum value. A threshold value of 130 intensity units per 10 frames was chosen as an arbitrary value of cell activation, representing two standard deviations above baseline fluorescence levels. This value may depend on the cell type and experimental conditions, and should be appropriately chosen by the investigator to represent an appropriate cell activation event. Our chosen values were based on 8-bit quantization, but the value can easily be expressed as a relative change in fluorescence intensity as a ΔF/F percentage value, thereby thresholding cell signals above a certain percentage intensity change relative to background.

2.2. Implementation of the converging squares algorithm to astrocyte signaling networks

First introduced by O’Gorman and Sanderson (1983), the method works by tracking the signal centers through successive decreases in square size. A square region of specified image size is divided into four square sub-regions. The sub-region with the highest average intensity becomes the new region for subdivision. The process iteratively repeats itself until the region reaches one pixel in size, providing the peak of the initial region. Fig. 1 illustrates the process for a single astrocyte, and shows how progressive decreases in square size converge to the highest intensity pixel near the center of the cell.

In our implementation, we took the temporal derivative of the image sequence and clipped the signal to a lower bound of zero, essentially subtracting the intensity values of two frames:

\[ I_t = \max(I(f + \delta) - I(f), 0) \]

where \( I_t \) is the intensity threshold \( t \), \( f + \delta \) and \( f \) are frames separated by some time \( \delta \), and \( I(f + \delta) \) and \( I(f) \) is their difference in intensity. Since only increases in [Ca2+]i need be considered to detect activation events, negative intensity changes were disregarded and any negative values set to zero. A rapid positive increase in [Ca2+]i indicated that a cell had received a signal and had actively responded. We used a selected threshold value, as discussed below, to establish this event. By thresholding the intensity change rather than absolute intensity values, we located only those cells that had been involved in signaling, which is usually a subset of the cells in a network and present in the field of view. Additionally, using the temporal derivatives obtained by subtracting image fields reduced systemic artifacts like uneven lighting and dead cells that might have had sustained elevated Ca2+ levels or autofluorescence which if mapped would contribute to false positive results.
Fig. 1. Converging squares algorithm. (A) A square region of interest is selected (top left) and subdivided into four overlapping squares of smaller length (top row, colored squares). The square with the highest sum of pixel intensity values of the four becomes the new smaller square region of interest, and the procedure is repeated, reducing the square size until a single pixel is reached. (B) Application of the algorithm to a single astrocyte from an imaged sequence. An initial square placed around a cell converges to a single pixel centered on the region of highest intensity for the calcium-sensitive dye fluorescence. While the image is relatively noisy and there are numerous surrounding cells, the strongest signal peak is correctly detected and accurately localized.

For the converging squares algorithm, we chose an initial square size with a side length of 10 pixels. The sides of the square were shrunk by one pixel in each iteration, though this parameter can be increased for faster processing. The seed region for initial square placement occurred when a portion of pixels from the region were above the threshold. The algorithm was executed for each image, and peaks were aggregated for each frame in the sequence. The range of the square size parameter was chosen such that it was larger than the average size of one cell but smaller than the average area that contains two cells (which is based on the side of the square being smaller than the average distance between closest neighboring cells) so that the starting area of a square does not encompass more than one cell. Otherwise the algorithm will converge towards the more intense of the two cells and potentially miss the second cell altogether. A full discussion on thresholding criteria is system dependent and beyond the scope of this manuscript, but in our specific case we tested the observable absolute range of intensity changes, which varied from noise fluctuations at about 20 pixels per frame to the absolute maximum at around 130 pixels per frame.

After the whole image sequence was completed, the combined peaks were clustered using the \( k \)-means clustering algorithm, which clusters objects by minimizing a squared error function (John et al., 2003) and a radius of 4-pixels. This step eliminated duplicate peaks and further refined peak location by averaging across multiple frames (Fig. 1B). All image processing was done in Matlab, implemented as an \textit{m}-function that operates on a single image. All code can be obtained by contacting the corresponding author.

3. Results

To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm, we compared the converging squares derived peaks with corresponding manually selected cell centroids (Fig. 2). While manual selection was performed on raw images, the converging squares method was executed on the temporal derivative of the images for a given threshold, resulting in a more stringent criterion for establishing a cell activation peak. Lowering the threshold parameter increased the number of cells that were detected...
4. Discussion

While many methods and algorithms exist for cell localization and segmentation, few are robust against noisy data and irregular cell shapes. A number of cell segmentation methods exist, including some which have been applied to central nervous system cells, for identifying automated cell morphology (Bartels et al., 1996; Hamilton et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2002; Nedzved et al., 2005; Sharma and Sharma, 2004). These types of applications tend to be focused on automatically identifying pathological cells and tissues, such as neoplasms, and are a part of what is often called scanning cytometry, which is the development of fully automated microscopy not just for morphology or spatiotemporal functional signaling but for other applications as well, including for example the identification of cell types via biomarkers, antibodies, high throughput screening assays etc. (Adams et al., 2004; Binder, 2006; Bowen and Wylie, 2006; Green, 1990; Harnett, 2007; Kamentsky, 2001; Levenson and Mansfield, 2006; Lidke et al., 2003; Roman et al., 2002; Tarnok and Gerstner, 2002; Whimster et al., 1995). There is a relatively large body of work that has focused on scanning cytometry applications to neurons, such as the identification of specific neuronal subtypes via biomarkers and antibodies, gene expression, functional characterization of ion channels and anatomical identification (Aguila et al., 2006; Bingham et al., 2006; Blass-Kampmann et al., 1997; Crang et al., 2004; Dahlstrom et al., 1982; Ma and Cui, 2004; Mosch et al., 2006; Schild et al., 1995; Shepherd et al., 2005; Sureda et al., 1997; Verduguer et al., 2002).

However, these analyses are very different both methodologically and in their applications to the spatiotemporal detection of a second messenger during functional signaling events as, we describe here. There has been even less work done on glia in general or astrocytes in particular, which have only been described within the context of neurons (Mosch et al., 2006). Although some work has focused on the identification and quantitative spatial analysis of intercellular calcium waves at the cellular level in cardiac myocytes (Bray et al., 2007) and developing zebra fish (Ashworth and Bolsover, 2002; Gilland et al., 1999; Van der Linden et al., 2002; Webb and Miller, 2003), to the best
of our knowledge there is no report describing the automated identification and quantitative spatiotemporal characterization of calcium transients or intercellular calcium waves in either glia or neurons. And although no method is as robust and adaptable as the human eye at identifying and segmenting shapes, this introduces subjectivity and over prolonged periods can increase the number of errors due to fatigue.

Yet, as argued above our understanding of the physiological role played by astrocytes in the CNS is ever increasing and the quantitative analyses of these cells will require an ability to map their functional signaling. The version of the converging squares algorithm presented here produces results that are very close to manual identification. It is also fast, taking about one second per image, which is important for analyzing large networks of cells over tens of seconds and even minutes. This method is robust to image noise, especially Gaussian noise from high gain settings on a CCD sensor (O’Gorman and Sanderson, 1983). Although a number of other signal detection methods could potentially be used for the automated spatiotemporal identification of intercellular signaling in astrocyte networks, our choice of the converging squares algorithm was primarily based on its robustness to noise and computational efficiency (O’Gorman and Sanderson, 1983). Its robustness to noise arises because the algorithm operates on whole regions at a time (i.e. squares) and not at individual points such as pixels, which in practical terms means that the data does not have to be filtered. Its computational efficiency arises in part because signal levels for overlapping squares (i.e. overlapping areas in the field of view) being considered by the algorithm do not need to be re-computed for different iterations.

Finally, the algorithm can also work in multiple dimensions, and time can be used as the third dimension in an image sequence. In this case, instead of a diminishing square a diminishing cube would be used, with time as the z-axis. Extending the current two-dimensional implementation into three-dimensions will slow down the algorithm, but may be robust in localizing maximum signal intensities in both space and time across an image. In addition, the general method introduced here should be more broadly applicable to other glial cells and also potentially calcium or voltage sensitive dye imaging in neurons.
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